SEO Template for new content
Target keywords: local seo packages
Page title

• Optimal title length: 55 characters
• Add at least one of your target keywords to your <title> tag, don't use each target keyword more than 1 time: local
seo packages

Meta description

• Optimal meta description length: 160 characters
• Add at least one of your target keywords, don't use each target keyword more than 1 time: local seo packages

H1

• Add all your target keywords at least one time: local seo packages

Text

• Make sure that your text is easy to read with the Flesch-Kincaid readability test. The readability score should be 52
• Enrich your text with the following semantically related words: seo services, keyword research, business owner,
call us today, local search, internet marketing, google maps, seo company, search engine
optimization, local seo, local business, small business, seo packages
• Focus on creating more informative content. Recommended text length: 990 words
• Try to acquire backlinks from the following domains: latestgazette.com, d owntownmiami.com,
shoplocalraleigh.org, x place.com, u pcity.com, g alido.net, w
 arosu.org, s trikingly.com, s eonick.net,
unsigned.com, p apaly.com, infomapp.com, e myspot.com, b lackmesh.com, i spionage.com,
domainstats.com, a bilogic.com
• Add at least one of your target keywords: local seo packages
When your content has been published, l aunch a SEO Ideas campaign to check if your content complies with all
on-page SEO factors and discover what else can be done to give your content a SEO boost.

Analyzed top-10-ranking rivals for your target keywords
local seo packages

1. https://foxxr.com/packages/local-seo/
2. https://www.seoreseller.com/local-seo-packages
3. https://www.logicalposition.com/seo-local-packages
4. https://www.brownboxbranding.com/packages/local-seo-packages-2/
5. https://www.mindmingles.com/local-seo-packages/
6. https://www.ezrankings.org/local-seo-packages.html
7. https://www.submitcore.com/local-small-business-seo/
8. https://cityranked.com/seo-packages/
9. https://www.sproutmedialab.com/bundled-solutions-pricing/
10. http://www.localseopackage.com/

See how competitors write about targeted keywords:
local seo packages

1. https://foxxr.com/packages/local-seo/
More Traffic, More Revenue. We will drive more traffic to your website from revenue-generating search terms and
work to ensure your business dominates paid, local pack (google maps), and organic sections of search engine
result pages. With Foxxr on your team, it's highly probable that your business will outrank and dominate the
competition. . If you are looking for a Local SEO Company that cares about increasing revenue for your local
business, look no further! Foxxr's search engine optimization experts have a proven online marketing track
record. We look forward to proving it to you. Call us today at 727-379-2207. Onboarding. In this first stage,
we gather all relevant information about your business, target market, demographics and industry to help us
gain strategic insight into the competitive landscape. We identify strategies and techniques beyond website
design that can be used to improve the position of your website in search results. These include, but are not
limited to link building , social media , video production and more. We'll dive deep into your competitor and
industry stats by identifying, comparing and validating your potential SEO competitors. From there we will
select your targeted keywords based on relevancy, search volume and profitability. Paid Search Management.
We find and target audiences most likely to be interested in your site and your products/services. Our paid
search marketing software maximizes lead creation and minimizes cost by generating 60% more leads per ad,
while costing 25% less per click. Campaign Roadmap. With so many elements to a successfull SEO
campaign, it's vital to set visual priorities. Here you will gain an understanding of the priorities we set to
produce a solid campaign. OnPage SEO. Our developers are always on target with the latest practices. From
creating seo-friendly urls, to optimizing page titles, metas, title tags (h1s and h2s), images and multimedia,
content and lsi keywords implementation, to responsive design, boosting site speed, proper internal linking, and
finally effective use of social sharing. Reporting & Analytics. Our client relationships are built on trust,
performance and transparency. You'll receive easy-to-read weekly and monthly reports to measure the success
of the campaign. We are so confident that our campaigns will perform, we offer contract-free plans! Because
we do not enjoy getting locked into a contract and neither should you. Our success is the result of smart people,
organized project management, transparency, and implementation of the SEO industry's leading strategies. Get
started today with some of the most complete and affordable SEO Pricing Packages available. Trust your local
SEO project in the hands of the experts at Foxxr. We will generate more online traffic to your website, and
more leads for your business. We do not require long-term contracts on any of our monthly plans...ever!
Business Listings Management, Content Generation and Paid Search Management to include the human
resources to implement, manage, optimize and promote each service. However, there are variable costs of
producing these services which are not included in the bundled plans. For premium Yext Power Listings
Service, the cost is $49 per month. Content generation will average at $50 for a 500-word article. Paid Search
Management charges incurred directly by Google, Facebook and other media are also additional. Other than
that, we got you covered. . What plan should I choose? Each local business client has different needs based on
their current rankings in search results, citations, and directory management needs, reputation management,
website optimization, social media, etc. Our California Local SEO services follow proven strategies based on
Moz’s Local Search Ranking Factors and other industry publications. Our approach is to analyze your current
online presence and competition. Once we determine the level of service your business requires and the hours
we need to devote to your account, we can accurately access a monthly rate. A good starting point is the $1200
plan, but as your needs and your budget change, you can move to other plans at any time. No long-term
contracts are required. What is involved in strategic planning? Every project begins with a detailed onboarding
process where we assess your current positioning and competitive levels in your industry. Our research,
analysis, and reporting are performed using the SEO industry's most successful tools. We spare no expense to
get you the most accurate data and layout a strategic plan to ensure your online success. We will find the top
revenue generating keywords to target and be able to share exactly what your competitor's organic and paid
search strategies are. Then we report your ranking success against your top competitors through SEM Rush's
advance project tracking reports.  Local SEO is based on three primary factors - Proximity, Relevance, and
Prominence. At Foxxr, our SEO Experts know the way to top of local search results for your business! By
incorporating Local SEO Ranking Factors, we'll make sure you are eligible to rank for local results on search
engines, then apply strategies to "move the needle". . How do I know what work is being performed? We track
all of our tasks and hours on a collaborative Google Doc workbook with real-time updates and complete
transparency. You’ll have access to all of our tools and strategies within the workbook. Each project strategy is
different based on your current online status. We have a section in the workbook to track each set of tasks. For
example, if your website needs optimization, you’ll see exactly what is being done and the hours worked. In

addition to your own client project portal, you'll receive weekly reports on keywords, ranking positions,
competitors, tasks performed, etc . What is website maintenance? Our website maintenance plan is included
with all Local SEO Packages. It’s important for each of our customers that their website is updated and secure.
Foxxr’s Health and maintenance service ensures your website is optimized so you can focus on your business
and let us take care of the technical stuff. Reliable Backups. Your WordPress data is really valuable — you’re
only a moment away from complete disaster. At Foxxr, we make sure you do it right! We perform a full daily
backup on your website and store it securely online. Theme and Plugin Updates. Uptime Monitoring. With
our premium uptime monitoring tools, you’ll ensure that your WordPress website will continue to run smoothly
so that your business can continue to function at full capacity. But if something does go wrong, you’ll be the
first to know. Traffic Alerts. We keep you in the loop if someone prominent linked to you or your latest post
has gone viral. If your website is being attacked by spam bots, we’ll know and take care of it. With our
powerful alerts tool, we can to monitor traffic spikes and you can take advantage of great opportunities.
2. https://www.seoreseller.com/local-seo-packages
Ensure Potential Customers See Your Clients. Being discoverable online should be an easy goal for local
businesses but spots on the search engine results page are extremely competitive. With our White Label Local
SEO packages, your clients will be at the top plus we’ll build a presence on all the local listings like Google
My Business and Yelp. If anyone is searching for what your clients offer, we’ll make sure your clients are front
and center. Being discoverable online should be an easy goal for local businesses but spots on the search
engine results page are extremely competitive. With our White Label Local SEO packages, your clients will be
at the top plus we’ll ensure they have a presence on all the local listings like Google My Business and Yelp. If
anyone is searching for what your clients offer, we’ll make sure your clients are front and center. GET
PRICING. When potential customers are searching the web for a product or service, there is a good chance
they’re ready to buy. When your clients’ competitors are the first thing they see, guess who gets the sale?
Getting those potential customers through the front door of your clients’ building starts with making your client
discoverable on the web. We accomplish that through citation building, establishing high-quality backlinks, and
creating a local reputation online that drives foot traffic. In addition to transparency that allows you to be in
control of your team of experts, including a dedicated project manager, here’s why our local SEO packages are
the best:. Citation building is a critical step in maximizing your clients’ reputation online. Relevant backlinks
are a close second. We accomplish both using only proven methodologies. We improve their local ranking on
Google. Following diligent keyword research, we target exactly what your potential customers are looking for
to ensure that when they get to your website, they’re high-quality leads. We drive highly-targeted leads to their
door. With a website optimized for local search and accurate listings, potential customers easily find your
clients. Site traffic becomes foot traffic, manage all their leads in your dashboard. We manage and control their
online reputation. An online reputation is important for any business but it’s especially important for local
businesses where one bad review can be catastrophic. We’ll help manage that reputation. Your Expert SEO
Guide. 100 Pine St. Suite 1250 San Francisco, CA United States 94111. We are a premier provider of digital
marketing solutions to agencies worldwide. With heavy investment on research and development, our digital
marketing technology is cutting-edge and our methodology is effective. Through our agency partners, we serve
businesses from small brick and mortar stores, national retail companies, to Fortune 500 multinational
corporations.
3. https://www.logicalposition.com/seo-local-packages
Call us today to schedule your free review. 1-800-875-2129. 1-800-875-2129. Contact Page. Starting at $399/mo
plus Ad Spend. Starting at $499/mo plus Ad Spend. Starting at $599/mo plus Ad Spend. 1-800-875-2129.
1-800-875-2129. Contact Page. © 2019 Logical Position® . All Rights Reserved.
4. https://www.brownboxbranding.com/packages/local-seo-packages-2/
LOCAL SEO PACKAGES. These packages are effective SEO Strategies designed to improve local search
rankings, find fresh leads, and bring more customers through your doors. Our Local SEO packages are 100%
compliant with Google Webmaster Guidelines. For that reason, our clients never fear the next Google update.
In fact, they actually look forward to them! With each major update we’ve seen our client rankings improve by
15-20% on average. Why? Because when an update is released, and your competitor’s website is hit with a new
penalty, their rankings go down. For our clients, that means theirs go up! Our Local SEO Packages will

deliver significant increase in traffic to your website, and more customers for your business. Our Local SEO
efforts also include on-page conversion optimization strategies designed to turn those visitors into paying
customers. There’s no point in driving traffic to your website if it doesn’t have a significant impact on the
bottom line. Learn more about our expert approach to Local SEO by downloading our free Definitive Guide on
Local SEO now, or call us today to discuss how we can help you accomplish your unique business goals with
our cutting-edge Local SEO Packages! Campaign Roadmap. Our SEO Team Lead creates monthly roadmaps
for all SEO Activities. We analyze the success of the previous month and recommend strategies for the next.
On-Page SEO. Our SEO Team Lead creates an on-page optimization team, which is then sent to the
Operations Team who is assigned to the campaign & begins work. Off-Page SEO. Reporting & Analytics.
Learn More. Put us to work for you at NO COST by requesting a complementary proposal which includes
Keyword Research, Competitive Analysis & more! Avatars by Sterling Adventures. Brown Box Branding was
born out of a passion to take high-level marketing strategies used by big business, and put them within reach of
the small business owner. We pride ourselves on producing extraordinary results for our clients while keeping
costs affordable. Regardless of your marketing budget, this means significant ROI. 16 Advertising Techniques
to Boost Brand Awareness October 16, 2018. #WordPress5 .0 is coming soon, and it has the potential to wreak
havoc on your website. Here's what you need to know… https://t.co/2Bk9hcZKLp 6 months.
5. https://www.mindmingles.com/local-seo-packages/
6. https://www.ezrankings.org/local-seo-packages.html
If you wish to enhance the online visibility of your website, it is time you look for the best Local Search Engine
Optimization (SEO) Services. EZ Ranking provides you with the best Local SEO Solutions that help you gain
more customers by making your business more visible and increase your revenue. You can acquire a top
ranking in local results using our services. Our local SEO Packages & Pricing starts at $150, and you will get
value for money services. We are completely transparent about our services, and our clients know exactly how
and where we are using their money. View our affordable SEO pricing plans and speak with our representative
to know more details about the range of services offered by us. We are one of the premier companies offering
high-end Local SEO Services and Solutions to help local businesses gain enhanced business visibility. Fill up
the contact us form, share your precise requirements and our executives will contact you with the best local
SEO packages quote. Google Webmaster Tools Set Up (if not set up). Google Webmaster Tools Set Up (if
not set up). Google Webmaster Tools Set Up (if not set up). Google Plus Business Page Setup (One Time
Activity if not existed). Get Placed on Top of Google Maps. Once you have availed our Local SEO packages
& pricing, the next task is to understand why you need to optimize local listing of your company and how to go
about it. Our team of highly experienced and expert local SEO services professionals helps in taking your
business higher in your local area by using some proven SEO Techniques. Besides optimizing your website, we
also get you placed on Google Maps. While doing so, we incorporate the required information like address,
contact details, website details and more so that Google provides comprehensive information. We also add your
business hours so that your target clients know when you are open or closed for the business. This Google Map
is linked to your website which makes it easier for potential clients to look for you and reach out to you for the
products and services offered by you. EZ Ranking makes it easy for you by getting you placed on Google Maps.
Evaluate ROI on Your Google Local Listing with Call Tracking. If you are getting a lot of business calls but
are not sure about its source, you can use Google my Business Call Tracking feature and track calls received by
you from Google My Business listing. Once you are listed on Google Maps, you gain access to an impactful
advertising channel for many local businesses. Call Tracking is the best way to understand whether your
marketing campaign is working or not. This tool helps you to know more about from where these calls are
coming, like from ads, ad groups or precise keywords. This further helps you to analyze and measure ROI on
your Google Local Listing. EZ Ranking – Best SEO Company India , help you in this endeavor. We create
impactful marketing strategies and to ensure that these strategies offer desired results, we make use of call
tracking number. Reach out to us to know more about our Local SEO Packages and how it helps you gain
better returns on your investment. contactus@ezrankings.org.
7. https://www.submitcore.com/local-small-business-seo/
Building Brand Awareness. Long gone is the age of the printed phone book, as majority of people are turning to
the internet to seek information about local businesses. As suggested by SearchEngineLand,. 96% of PC

owners opt for Local searches. 46% of the total searches on Google are local. 64% of local customers rely
upon search engines. Lets Relevant Audience find your Business Online. As a small business, an important
attribute for success is to let people find your website when they search online. Our small business SEO service
shows your website in the organic search results while targeting keywords from your niche. It is a powerful and
targeted digital marketing approach that enables you to take advantage of the local search queries to reach out
potential customers in your geographical area. Better Conversion Rates. A website that is SEO-optimised has
an edge over non-optimized ones, in terms of loading time, ease to read and surf, and responsiveness. These
factors together help in grabbing attention of visitors, which further convert to subscribers or clients, hence
leading to better conversion rates.  Local & Small Business SEO Services. Internet marketing has come up as
an excellent means to grow your small business. Unfortunately, not many SEO companies are equipped to
handle the requirements of small business marketing. Luckily, at Submit Core, we understand the specifics that
need to be targeted for businesses operating on small scale and budget. Our Small Business SEO Package lets
you avail search engine optimization services on a small scale. This service offers the same high-quality SEO
expertise as offered to Fortune 100 companies and global enterprises. The only difference is that the service has
been resized to meet small business budget and requirements. Our Local SEO Process. There’s no denying
that SEO is multidimensional and it changes all the time. But the true principles of good local SEO have
remained the same. The basic strategy is to ensure that your content and web presence comprises of high-quality
and relevant information and graphics. When it comes to increasing web traffic and converting that into sales,
we ensure that your site has pertinent information on every page to drive home your customers. Keyword
Research. Keyword research is the first and foremost step for a successful SEO campaign. Unfortunately, many
businesses fail to take advantage of this component due to their poor strategies. Keywords should not disturb the
flow of the text. Rather, they should help to align your business with your local community’s need and draw
them to your site. As keyword experts, our strategy involves finding and using relevant keywords targeted
within Local SEO as well as localised search terms for your business industry and local area of operation.
Additionally, to make sure that your business is easily discovered by your local community, we include your
location as a keyword in strategic places, such as title tags, content body, headings, etc. Off-Site Optimization.
Building trust in the eyes of the search engines is a key aspect of local SEO. Citations and link building are the
essential components that can help your business achieve this feat. We help you to build your online reputation
of a trusted business by gaining citations and links from high-ranking sites related to your industry, such as
Yellow Pages and Yelp. Also, we ensure that your business gains links from popular business websites in your
local area. This will help Google to know that your business is relevant to your local community.  Local SEO
Citations. It’s important to remain connected with local maps optimization. We help to standardize your NAP
(Name, Address, and Phone Number) information and improve your map listing so that your location is clearly
marked on Google maps. Benefits of Hiring a Local SEO Company.  Local SEO is a detailed and ongoing
process that requires time and dedication. It’s not something that you can do finish in a hurry and forget about
it. But most business owners lack the time required to ensure that their site remains at the top of search engine
rankings. To make sure that your business does not fall behind the competition, an expert local SEO company
like us can be of great help. With our long experience in the field of SEO, we are adept at providing
comprehensive SEO services that can help your business reach the summit of online success. Our proficient
SEO campaign managers use their in-depth knowledge, industry insight, and a variety of tools to ensure that
your company derives the advantage of local SEO. By analyzing, planning, capturing accurate baseline and
competitor information, and then developing a full-proof strategy, we make sure that your traffic and leads
increase many-folds. by Brian Allen on Submitcore Local SEO. Through Submitcore’s on-trend strategies, the
site continues to maintain a top-3 ranking for all selected keywords. The team’s reliable performance,
reasonable price point, and results-driven approach lend a competitive business advantage.
8. https://cityranked.com/seo-packages/
PORTLAND OR – VANCOUVER WA – NATIONWIDE. At City Ranked Media, small business is what we’re
all about. Every one of our product offerings is designed to give small business owners access to big business
tools at an affordable price. Imagine having your own web developer, your own advertising expert, and your
own marketing support staff–that’s exactly what City Ranked Media clients get. If you’re like many small
business owners, you’ve played the big advertising company games of emailing your account rep or calling a
big corporation only to be re-routed to 6 different people to resolve your problem. That doesn’t happen here at
City Ranked. City Ranked Media offers real search optimization, web development, and internet advertising

help. We have over 10 years experience in internet marketing, SEO and search marketing, and we’re so
confident of our services, we don’t ask for long term contracts. ▸ Call & Action Tracking. ▸ Call & Action
Tracking. ▸ Call & Action Tracking. ▸ Social Media Reporting. ▸ Article Submissions Management. Serving
Oregon, Washington & select industries Nationwide. City Ranked Media provides website design, SEO
consulting, Search Engine Marketing (SEM - PPC), Graphic Design, and Social Media Marketing services to
small businesses across the nation. We have clients as far away as Rhode Island, Massachusetts and Florida.
Our Vancouver, WA office serves our face to face clients. City Ranked Media, Inc. - Serving small businesses
in Vancouver WA Portland OR and Nationwide. We take it as a compliment if you copy us, but please don't. It's
unoriginal. Sign up now for some cool content. Give us you name and email address to start receiving the best
content ever. Oops! We could not locate your form.
9. h ttps://www.sproutmedialab.com/bundled-solutions-pricing/
SEO Packages for Small, Medium & Local Businesses. Number of Cities IncludedNumber of Cities Included.
Google & Bing Local Map Listing Setup & Optimization (One Time)Google & Bing Local Map Listing Setup
& Optimization (One Time). Authority Listing (Yelp, Local.com, etc)Authority Listing (Yelp, Local.com, etc).
Authority Listing (Yelp, Local.com, etc). Authority Listing (Yelp, Local.com, etc). Authority Listing (Yelp,
Local.com, etc). Authority Listing (Yelp, Local.com, etc). Authority Listing (Yelp, Local.com, etc).
Testimonial. “Busy, very busy… lots of quotes going out the door since hiring Sprout Media Lab to redesign
our website and take over our Internet Marketing! Things are going super well, our facility is swamped and
we’re hiring like crazy.”.
10. http://www.localseopackage.com/

